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Learning about shapes is roarsome fun with this irresistible book of dinoshapes from Roger
Priddy! From triangles to circles, rectangles to squares, each dinosaur on its prehistoric
background introduces a new shape for babies and toddlers to learn. The innovative illustrations
are all created by adding fun photographs of everyday things for children to spot to big, bold
fingerprints, which have tactile, raised embossing for little hands to explore.With a big, crunching
dino bite to touch and feel in the book corner, discovering shapes has never been more fun!
Priddy's bestsellling Alphaprints are perfect read-aloud books for parents to share with their
children and a fun way to help them learn.

“Priddy Books are ..."visually delightful with an interactive element." - School Library
JournalAbout the AuthorRoger Priddy's passion for educating children through fun, informative
and engaging books has led him to create some of publishing's most enduring and successful
nonfiction early learning books. Bestselling titles include First 100 Words, Bright Baby Animals,
and Alphaprints: ABC. Roger lives in London and has three children, who have been the
inspiration behind many of his best publishing ideas.
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Kimberly, “Great book for a dinosaur-loving sensory-seeker. My son loves textures and he loves
dinosaurs. It's hard to keep him focused on things, but he loved this book and was thrilled by
every page. No matter how many times we've read it.”

VickyGee, “Cute book for toddlers.. I have the other alphaprints books, and this seems to be
more geared for older kids due to the complex dinosaur names and shapes. I think my son
would enjoy it more when he is a bit older.”

Elle Ring, “Great sensory book. Love all the Alphaprints books. This one is unique because the
bottom right corner is layered, thus each page is slightly larger.”

Billie J. Hunt, “Nice textures. First of all the fingerprint texture is awesome My grand daughter
loves to touch them all. Also colors are vibrant and the helpful pronounciations are great too.
Good quality we  have purchased almost all of these books.”

Desiree G., “Great for young ones. My 6 month old son loves this book. It's full of fun textures,
images and colors.”

Parinaz, “Four Stars. Cute book... big in size and has textures”

J. Reilly, “Made a 1 yr old dinosaur fan happy. Thankyou BOOKS etc. for dispatching quickly.
estimated delivery was 13th - 18th and the parcel arrived 13th. excellent packaging too.Good
size book. Good price. Lovely page cutaways at bottom corner! Super illustrations and textures
for little hands to experience. Rhyming text could be better.”

Liam APG, “Lovely book. Great for babies - strong enough not to be destroyed, good material
that stops chewing and swallowing of bits of card. Great thumbprint rubbings too.”

Anon, “Great book for little ones. Great colourful book. The pages are easy to turn for babies.
Love the Alphaprints series”

Janice, “Amazing. My son loves these books!”

The book by Roger Priddy has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 144 people have provided feedback.
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